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Personal Profile: 

I am Md. Haque, resident of a Pakistan. Being a distant place, it is void of necessary educational 

facilities. As such most of the students reach a high level of education, majority of them achieve 

their higher degree. 

 

Family Educational Background: 

We are four member’s family, Parents, two brothers and two sisters. My father is a government 

officer, whereas my mother is primary school teacher. I got my primary education from local 

schools. Therefore, after due consideration, I thought it proper to excel in the field of Petroleum. 

The reasons were obvious, there are unlimited petroleum resources hidden under earth of 

Pakistan. A lot of effort is required for exploration of these resources so that it could be used for 

the development of my homeland. I wish to contribute my maximum in this regard, for that 

higher education is much required. As such I decided to complete my masters degree in 

Environmental science in china I think that environmental science is the gateway to all the field 

and it will be very beneficial for me in the future, the main goals of Environmental science how 

the natural world works, how we as humans interact with the environment, and also to 

determine how we affect the environment and environmental science today covers, how living 

and non-living things interact. It involves a lot of discipline and fields of study such as physics, 

biology, chemistry, geography, oceanography, etc. Environmental science is important to save 

our world from destruction then think about PhD. I intend to complete these degrees in China. 

Why China only for Higher Education? 

I had offers from my relatives to pursue higher studies in Europe, America or Canada. But I 

preferred China, reasons are very clear: 

a) The People’s Republic of China was liberated two years later than Pakistan. The nation 

who was “Opium Addicted” has become a military and Economic giant within a couple 

of decades. This goal was achieved with sheer hard work, sincerity and commitment. 

The elders of China set a goal and the entire nation right from top to bottom, from 

highest leadership to the lowest-rank, everybody devoted whole-heartedly in 

achieving the goal.  

b) China is the most sincere friend of Pakistan. It stood side by side in every odd of life. 

China provided every possible protection to Pakistan from its enemies. China has 



constructed CHASHMA Nuclear Power Plant in Pakistan. It has invested a huge amount 

for construction of Neelum-Jhelum power project. Recently a gigantic investment of 

US$ 46 Billion has been concluded for CPEC.  

c) There are many other projects which are in pipeline with the help of Great China.  

d) Many other countries, who claim to be the friends of Pakistan, always fulfill their 

desires first and then think about any help. Even after conclusion of mutual agreement, 

they back-out from their commitments.  

e) China is in the neighborhood of Pakistan. One can easily reach his destination within 

few hours as compared to Europe, US or Canada, where almost 15-20 hours air- 

journey is involved. These are ample proofs of China’s sincerity towards my Country. 

These were the reasons; I opted for the Peoples’ Republic of China to pursue my M.Phil 

Studies. I will also prefer to have my PhD degree in China if situation permits. 

Career Output: 

My keen interest, job background in exploration, academic achievements and advice from my 

colleagues, family and friends has convinced me to take this opportunity and pursue this 

education path and shape my professional career path. My invaluable practical experience has 

given me the confidence to purse a master’s degree and has also kindled a desire to excel in it. 

 
Future Path:                                                                                
It is evident that I have strong financial family and financial ties in Pakistan along with an open 

offer to resume my career, after completing my masters, I wish to find a job in china I spent four 

years in china I am familiar to all the rules and regulation of china now I really feeling it my second 

home. Once a successful Master degree holder I am sure I will get a higher position I any 

reputable company with higher pay and facilities. I will love working in Environmental science 

Sector in a healthy environment, with foreign qualification and exposure to hold a higher 

position. Having profound knowledge of exploration and functions is the only way to compete in 

today’s global economy. 


